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 The institution came into existence in 2019 with intention to become one of the esteemed organization that is solely 

dedicated in the field of pharmaceutical education and research and to produce competent world class professional with 

glorious career. With the commitment and focus as enunciated here, we are punctiliously raising the educational standards by 

offering you a world - class program, designed to help each student realize full potential at an affordable cost. We find it 

obligatory to take care of you in all aspects of life from now on leading to a lifetime relationship. Our teaching is focused on 

Pharmaceutical business world and its need through our personalized and interactive teaching methods. We Welcome you to 

Gautam Buddha College of Pharmacy and wish you luck. 

Massage From

Chairman



 The Institution is one of Lucknow's leading College providing quality education. The objective of establishing the 

institution was not merely to impart formal education but also to make the students better citizens by inculcating in them 

the values of self discipline, self-confidence, social service and humanity. The institution has well equipped library and 

computer lab for enriching students both academically and technically. We provide eco-friendly environment along with 

Wi-Fi connectivity. In our Institution's Campus we celebrate each and every festival so that values and ethics may develop 

in new generation because we believe: 

About College

This course is designed to impart the job skills and research motivation in students to excel in all walks of life including the 

pharmaceutical sciences. The curriculum includes basic scientific and professional instruction as well as specialized 

training in the various branches including pharmaceutical analysis, pharmacology and pharmacy practice, 

Pharmacognosy etc. 

A Bachelor of Pharmacy is an Undergraduate Academic Degree in the field of Pharmacy. It is a 

Prerequisite for further study in M.Pharma or in the field of research. This Course is more Popular 

because of diverse career options. 

D.Pharma

B.Pharma

The College of Pharmacy, located within Gautam Buddha Group of Institutions (GBGI) premises and established with a 

mission to prepare trained manpower in the field of Pharmacy, aims at enhancing the prestige that GBGI has earned over 

the years. Today, the profession of Pharmacy has expanded immensely and there are a lot of opportunities in Clinical 

Research, Nanotechnology, Molecular Biology, Phytochemistry and so on. The discipline has grown tremendously and 

recent advances in technology have created a lot of job opportunities in the field.The college has well-equipped 

laboratories and excellent infrastructure to make the students acquire knowledge that would help them to face the 

competitive world. National Seminars, Workshops and Industrial Visits are conducted in the college at regular intervals 

which enable the students to gain new knowledge. The institute also focuses on personality development, confidence 

building, research exposure and enhancement of communication skills.

Director Message



Provide quality pharmacy education supporting better healthcare program of the nation. 

To train and educate students to contribute to the health of the community. 

To train and educate students who will become leaders and innovators of tomorrow having concern for 

the community and fellow beings. 

To train and educate students who could later contribute to the creation, application and adaptation of 

pharmaceutical education. 

Play an important role in local national initiative to nurture interest in health sciences to become 

specialist on medicines. 

 To advance pharmaceutical knowledge through research. 

 To develop world-class pharmacy manpower. 

 To enrich the professional knowledge of students through problem solving attitude. 

Vision Statement

Mission Statement

Objectives



Our Courses 

D.PHARM

B.PHARM

2 Years

4 Years

Eligibility

Eligibility

Eligibility



The class rooms are subject specific and fully well ventilated along with the overhead and LCD projector facility. The institution 

also has tutorial rooms for the students who require extra lectures. 

The learning and resource center (Library) is the hub of all intellectual and academics. The library has a large pool of resources 

viz. latest world class Marcel Dekker series of pharmaceutical sciences, Indian and international journals, Pharmacopoeias 

(USP, BP, IP, EP) and many more that makes it as diverse as Pharma industry. Besides periodicals and references we keep the 

students up-to-date with the latest through the digital library that includes CDs, audio-visual, internet section, reprographic 

section. 

The role of theoretical as well as the practical knowledge is mandatory in any technical education curriculum that makes the 

laboratories the backbone' of a technical institute. The institute is furnished with well advanced hi-tech labs having all modern 

facilities. Following are the operational labs: 

Pharmaceutical Chemistry- I, Pharmaceutical Chemistry-II, Pharmaceutics- I, Pharmaceutics-II, Biochemistry Pharmaceutics-III 

(Pharmaceutical Technology), Pharmacology, Pharmacognosy, Anatomy Physiology and Pathophysiology, Pharmaceutical 

Microbiology and Pharmaceutical Biochemistry, Machine Room Central Instrumentation Room 

 

A well equipped language laboratory helps student's weak in English hone up their language communication skill 

under the watchful eye of a full time faculty. The lab is an air condition network computer aided facility 

with dedicated software for developing language skill. 

Affiliation and Approvals

Infrastructure Details

Approved by AICTE and PCI New Delhi, and affiliated to UP BTE and Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University, Lucknow. 

Class Rooms

Digital Library

Laboratories

Language Lab

The college library has a subscription to numerous national and international 

pharmacy journals that provide constant learning support and references for 

students and faculties. 

Learning Supports - (Journals and Publication)



Computer centre has latest configuration desktop PCs on network controlled by server. Also the operating systems like 

Windows etc., and various application software and database management system are available. The computer centre has 

the central power back up and will remain available to students at least 12 -14 hours every day. This facility will cater to the need 

of all students and help them learn developing innovative program/software when they are young. The computer centre also 

has the high-speed internet connection for the students. Campus has high speed internet facility. All laboratories, faculty 

room, other section 6 hostels have Wi-Fi enabled internet facilities. 

 A Pharmacy museum with display of crude drug samples, photographs of medicinal charts, proprietary medicines, containers, 

closures etc is established which is informative and educative. 

 The institute has developed a good numbers of medicinal and aromatic plants in its well organized medicinal garden. These 

medicinal plants enthuse the students to identify them for demonstration as well as extraction of different kind of drugs and 

also to generate an aptitude for research in pharmacogonosy and phytochemistry. 

 The institute provides hostel and embedded with all modern facilities. Separate arrangements are available for girls. 24 hours 

internet and Wi-Fi facilities is available in hostel. The security issue of all the students can't be compromised, so they remain 

under the supervision of wardens and the hostel is regularly guarded by the security staffs. 

The institute has full-fledged cafeteria for preparing and serving snacks, tea, coffee, cold drinks and various other foods. 

COMPUTER CENTRE & WI-Fl ENABLED CAMPUS (INTERNET FACILITIES) 

HERBAL GARDEN

HOSTEL

CAFETERIA 

MUSEUM



Sports are a regular feature of our Institute. We have large playgrounds. Our students regularly participate in inter-college, 

inter-university and inter-state competitions. The institute has indoor games like Table Tennis, Carom and Chess etc. The 

institute has outdoor game facilities like ? Cricket, Volley ball, Badminton, etc.

There are various support equipments i.e. spectrophotometer, projection microscope, cooling centrifuge, microscope, 

Brookfield viscometer with small volume attachment, high precision imported ph meter ,and refrigerator cooling cum solvent 

recovery facilities etc. machine room of the institute provides the facilities for pilot scale manufacturing of various 

pharmaceutical dosage form including tablet, semi solids, etc. 

Personality development classes is conducted for all round development of our students. We invite guest 

speakers and conduct seminars, conferences and workshops on a variety of subjects. For ensuring the 

achievement of this purpose the institute regularly conducts entrepreneurship awareness 

programs. 

We also organize industrial tours from time to time in leading industries to enable 

students to correlate their theoretical knowledge with their practical 

experience.

SPORTS 

INSTRUMENTATION AND MACHINE ROOM

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING TOUR



 The goal of the Training & Placement Cell of the Institute is to provide employment opportunities and world class training to 

students in leading organizations/Industry. It further provides ample opportunities to the students to develop their 

personality by conducting programs regularly on communication and other soft skills. 

 

As mark recognition of extraordinary merit, we offer merit, awards to deserving students. 

 

Our campus is mentioned 24x7 through CCTV cameras for security, safety and discipline. 

Care for students is our main priority and to provide them with comfort during power cuts, generator facility has been added. 

TRAINING & PLACEMENT

AWARDS 

CCTV 

GENERATOR






